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“Information is physical”



  



  

Classical computer:
A computer that uses voltages flowing through circuits and gates
which can be manipulated entirely through classical mechanicsclassical mechanics

→ Moore's law: no. of on-chip transistors doubles every 18 months
→ emergence of quantum phenomena such as electron tunneling 
     through barriers between wires, due to downscaling of circuit boards
→ serial processingserial processing: one operation at a time

Classical vs. Quantum computersClassical vs. Quantum computers
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Quantum computer:
A computer that exploits quantum mechanical phenomenaquantum mechanical phenomena 
to perform operations on data through suitable devices 

→ harnesses the power of atoms/molecules to perform memory & processing tasks

→ parallel processingparallel processing due to quantum superposition and entanglement

Classical vs. Quantum computersClassical vs. Quantum computers



  

Classical vs. Quantum computersClassical vs. Quantum computers

M. A. Nielsen and I. L. Chuang, Quantum computation and quantum information (II ed., Cambridge 2010)

J. Preskill, Lecture notes for Physics 229: Quantum information and computation (CalTech 1998)
available at: http://www.theory.caltech.edu/people/preskill/ph219/

G. Benenti, G. Casati, D. Rossini, G. Strini, Principles of quantum computation and information: 
a comprehensive textbook (World Scientific 2019)



  

Classical logic: the bitClassical logic: the bit

bit:  2 basic states

(0 ≡ off      1 ≡ on) 
mutually exclusive

INPUT: n bit

0101110010101010

Algorithm

OUTPUT: m bit

11001010111100



  

Classical logicClassical logic
bit:  2 basic states     (0 ≡ off      1 ≡ on)

     mutually exclusive

NAND
+

COPY

Universal set 
of (irreversibleirreversible)
classical gates



  

Classical logicClassical logic

The NAND gate

Network of classical gates

In computers the NAND gate is usually implemented via transistors.
A bit is set to 1 if the voltage is positive and to 0 if the voltage is zero.

Here the current flows through the transistors if and only if both inputs
have positive voltage. In this case, the output has zero voltage.

If at least one of the inputs has zero voltage, there is no current flow 
and therefore the output has positive voltage.



  

Quantum logicQuantum logic

Qubit (quantum bit):   2 basic states



  

Quantum logicQuantum logic

Qubit (quantum bit):   2 basic states



  

In general the state of a qubit can be a
linear superposition of |0> and |1>

z

y

x

Quantum logicQuantum logic

Bloch sphere

Qubit (quantum bit):   2 basic states + superpositions



  

Quantum logicQuantum logic

α and β arbitrary complex numbers,
    such that   |α|2 + |β|2 = 1

INPUT: n qubit

Algorithm

OUTPUT: n qubit

Qubit (quantum bit):   2 basic states + superpositions



  

Set of universal quantum gates (reversiblereversible):

Single-qubit gates

H

e.g. Hadamard

transforms      and     in 
superposition states

Quantum gatesQuantum gates



  

Set of universal quantum gates (reversiblereversible):

Single-qubit gates

H

Two-qubit gate:

control-NOT

e.g. Hadamard

transforms      and     in 
superposition states

Quantum gatesQuantum gates



  

Quantum circuitsQuantum circuits

X.-D. Cai et al., Experimental quantum computing to solve systems of linear equations,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 110, 230501 (2013)



  

Given a one-bit function f, determine whether it is costant or balanced

if →   constant

if  →   balanced

➔ With classical logic one needs to evaluate f  twice
 

➔ With quantum logic it is sufficient to evaluate f  once

A simple exampleA simple example

D. Deutsch,  Proc. Roy. Soc. London A 400, 97 (1985)
D. Deutsch and R. Jozsa,  Proc. Roy. Soc. London A 439, 553 (1992)
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measurement

Deutsch's algorithmDeutsch's algorithm
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if one measues          then f is balancedif one measures          then f is constant

H
A

H
B

H
A

f

measurement

Deutsch's algorithmDeutsch's algorithm



  

Exploiting quantum parallelism, it is possible to devise
algorithms which are exponentially (or substantially) fasterexponentially (or substantially) faster 
than any known classical algorithm for the same purpose

Quantum algorithmsQuantum algorithms
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Quantum algorithmsQuantum algorithms

Exploiting quantum parallelism, it is possible to devise
algorithms which are exponentially (or substantially) fasterexponentially (or substantially) faster 
than any known classical algorithm for the same purpose



  

Unfortunately such algorithms require
a huge amount of resources (# quantum gates)

e.g. factorizing a 4096-bit number would require O(1012) gates...

Quantum algorithmsQuantum algorithms

Exploiting quantum parallelism, it is possible to devise
algorithms which are exponentially (or substantially) fasterexponentially (or substantially) faster 
than any known classical algorithm for the same purpose

Unfeasible with present-day technology  :-(

Look for possible alternatives......



  

Adiabatic Quantum ComputationAdiabatic Quantum Computation

A class of procedures for solving optimization problems with quantum computers.

E. Fahri, J. Goldstone, S. Gutmann, J. Lapan, A. Lundgren, D. Preda, Science 292, 472 (2001)
G. E. Santoro, R. Martonak, E. Tosatti, R. Car, Science 295, 2427 (2002)



  

Adiabatic Quantum ComputationAdiabatic Quantum Computation

A class of procedures for solving optimization problems with quantum computers.

Basic strategy:

• design a problem Hamiltonian        whose ground state
  encodes the solution of an optimization problem

E. Fahri, J. Goldstone, S. Gutmann, J. Lapan, A. Lundgren, D. Preda, Science 292, 472 (2001)
G. E. Santoro, R. Martonak, E. Tosatti, R. Car, Science 295, 2427 (2002)
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A class of procedures for solving optimization problems with quantum computers.

Basic strategy:
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  encodes the solution of an optimization problem

• prepare the known ground state of a simple Hamiltonian

E. Fahri, J. Goldstone, S. Gutmann, J. Lapan, A. Lundgren, D. Preda, Science 292, 472 (2001)
G. E. Santoro, R. Martonak, E. Tosatti, R. Car, Science 295, 2427 (2002)



  

Adiabatic Quantum ComputationAdiabatic Quantum Computation

A class of procedures for solving optimization problems with quantum computers.

Basic strategy:

• design a problem Hamiltonian        whose ground state
  encodes the solution of an optimization problem

• prepare the known ground state of a simple Hamiltonian

• interpolate slowly

E. Fahri, J. Goldstone, S. Gutmann, J. Lapan, A. Lundgren, D. Preda, Science 292, 472 (2001)
G. E. Santoro, R. Martonak, E. Tosatti, R. Car, Science 295, 2427 (2002)

(adiabatic theorem)

time

control parametercontrol parameter



  

Where are we now?Where are we now?



  

Physical systems for qubitsPhysical systems for qubits

G. Popkin, Science 354, 1091 (2016)



  

Quantum computersQuantum computers

dwavesys.com

zurich.ibm.com

research.google



  

Current technologyCurrent technology
≈ 50-qubit operating machines needed to rival current classical equivalents

ErrorsErrors
     • Imperfections in realizing quantum gates
     • Decoherence: tendency to decay from a given quantum state
                                   into an incoherent state, due to interactions with environment

Quantum computers: statusQuantum computers: status

breakdown of information
stored in the quantum computer

Error rates typically proportional to the ratio of operating time to decoherence time:
operations must be completed much quicker than the decoherence time. 

≈ O(102) gates
until decoherence sets in



  

Quantum supremacy testsQuantum supremacy tests



  

Quantum supremacy testsQuantum supremacy tests
Boson samplingBoson sampling

Sampling the output distribution of noninteracting bosons
evolving through an arbitrary (random) linear network

Transition amplitudes are related to the permanent
of a square matrix (classically hard to compute)

“Small-scale quantum computers made from an array of interconnected waveguides on a glass chip
 can now perform a task that is considered hard to undertake on a large scale by classical means.”

T. Ralph, News & Views, Nature Photonics 7, 514 (2013)



  

Quantum supremacy testsQuantum supremacy tests
Random circuit samplingRandom circuit sampling

More in general, use quantum computers for their natural tasks:
execute an arbitrary (random) circuit.



  

Principles of Quantum Computation and Information:
A Comprehensive Textbook

G. Benenti, G. Casati, D. Rossini, G. Strini

World Scientific, Singapore, 2019

Contents



  



  

Adiabatic Quantum ComputationAdiabatic Quantum Computation

The interpolation has to be done slowly.

According to the adiabatic theorem, the time T has to be:



  

Adiabatic Quantum ComputationAdiabatic Quantum Computation

The interpolation has to be done slowly.

According to the adiabatic theorem, the time T has to be:

How big is         ?

efficient quantum algorithm

inefficient quantum algorithm

Hard problems (NPC) are equivalent to finding the gs of Ising-like 
 

spin-glass Hamiltonians. F. Barahona, J. Phys. A 15, 3241 (1982)
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